Most Europeans spend hours of their working day sitting down at a desk. This makes it important how we sit. Our latest office chair was named Yoyo, as it is both neat, dynamic and compact. Yoyo has everything you could want in an office chair - that goes for function as well as design. The look is stylishly streamlined and the characteristic Y-shape of the mesh back adds some personality. Yoyo follows the movement of your body, providing just the right amount of support. Last but not least, there’s no need for screws or tools to assemble your chair as the parts are put together using smart click technology. Simply ideal when you need to get your new workstation up and running quickly.
Facts and function

- Mesh back, open or covered
- Upholstered seat
- Swivel base, 5 castors
- Adjustable back angle
- Adjustable seat depth and height
- Armrests adjustable in are height and width
- Automatic leaning resistance
- Open back has adjustable lumbar support
- Covered back is height adjustable

- Black or light grey
- Upholstered seat
- Delivered in compact packaging
- Easy to assemble
- Warranty: 5 years for construction, material and manufacturing errors.
- Tested according to: EN1335 1-3 standard ANSI/BIMFA
- Möbelfakta certified
Dimensions, open back

Article number: YOYOMOBS (black), YOYOMOGS (light grey)

- Back width: 450 mm
- Total depth: 420 – 480 mm
- Seat width: 480 mm

Dimensions, covered back

Article number: YOYOMCBS (black), YOYOMCGS (light grey)

- Back height: 410 – 535 mm
- Total depth: 420 – 480 mm
- Seat width: 480 mm
- Seat height: 410 mm
Climate-smart packaging

Yoyo is compact all the way from design to packaging. Your chair will be delivered in smart packaging 42% smaller in volume compared with other office chairs. Yoyo has been declared compliant with and approved under Möbelfakta criteria on quality, the environment and social responsibility. A hardwearing product in climate-smart packaging is a win for the environment in the long run. At EFG we are constantly striving to minimise our environmental footprint and to use energy and resources as efficiently as possible. We make tough demands of ourselves and our suppliers when it comes to the environment and working conditions. We have ambitious environmental objectives and constantly monitor them to improve our processes. Read more about EFG’s work on sustainability in our sustainability report.